Abstract

When conference organizer Lin Yai Shem sent me the conference theme Beyond Language Teaching: Growing Together, I began immediately to think of a focus of some of my recent work: teachers' professional development. In a profession as demanding as teaching, opportunities for professional development and renewal are crucial if we are to meet the challenges of helping ourselves and our students grow, not only linguistically, but also socially, emotionally, and intellectually. The term professional development means different things to different people, so I would like to begin by thinking about some of the meanings attached to the term.
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interests building a networking community across South Florida.

www.facebook.com/YoungProfessionalsGrowingTogether. Listen in your favorite app. GROWING TOGETHER. Most Successful EU Funded Projects in Serbia. Photos on the cover page: Botanical garden, Belgrade “Strawberry Tree” charger, Belgrade. All efforts are made to find owners of copy right for photos and illustrations used in this publication. The brochure you have in your hands, “Growing Together”, describes some of the most successful projects funded by the European Union in Serbia. It is only a selection from the very large number of projects implemented or in the process of implementation across the country. Currently, there are over 600 on-going projects covering a wide range of sectors, for the overall benefit of Serbian citizens. Growing Together - We support a broad set of initiatives designed to foster professional development, inline with the business, and sensitive to peoples’ needs. GROWING TOGETHER. This concept encompasses human resources projects in Training and Development, Leadership Style, Compensation and Benefits, Communications, Work Organization, Corporate Culture and Environment, and a Health-Conscience Company and Commitment, among others. For example, in Leadership Style and Training, the Gonvarri Leadership Program has been created to identify high-potential employees.
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